Nano Fab Imported Chemicals Worksheet

This is to be completed and approved before chemistry is ordered. Chemical purchases can only be made by individuals approved by EH&S (specifically, that have completed the chemical ordering training). If you have not received approval, then you may NOT order chemistry. The current SDS is to be provided as well.

Project/Oracle Project Code ___________________________ Date: ______________

Chemical: ____________________________________________ One chemical per form

• Details of proposed process – how are you using the chemical, on what substrate, etc?.

Project PI Name ___________________________ Date: ___________ Purchaser ________________

Project PI Signature __________________________________ Expected delivery ______________

• By signing this form, the Project representative agrees to bear the cost of disposal for this chemical if necessary.
• Project representative agrees that the chemistries will be used in the manner described in this document.
• Based on the nature and hazards of the chemistry, an SOP may be needed. Users will adhere to the established SOP.

Nano Fab Approval ___________________________ Date ________________

Nano Fab Information

Received By _________________ Date__________________ Stored as noted below___________

Bottle labeled with PI’s name ____________ Bottle Dated_________

Storage of the chemical

Assigned by: __________________________

Acid Room_____ Base Room______ Solvent Locker_____ WE Acid 1_____2_____ WE Solvent 1_____2_____

SDS on Nano Fab website? ____________ Labels created for secondary containers? __________

Risk Assessment

Disposal of the chemical.